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Code

Course 

Component

Course Name

Outcome

1.Start using language more accurately and fluently 

in the above mentioned spoken and written context 

successfully, transfer information from visual to 

verbal and verbal to visual.

2.Understand the format of letter and e-mail writing 

use the tools of paragraphing and be able to compose 

simple e-mails and letters

 3. Understand the systems of sound.

1. To introduce students with our heritage.

2. To introduce students with our culture.

1.To introduce students to the discipline of women’s 

studies and its specific purpose and perspectives2.To understand the basic concepts of women’s 

studies

3. To look at the issues relating to implementation

of legistitation.4.To familiarize students with the specific cultural 

contexts of women in India.

1.  To Comprehend the basic concepts of what 

constitutes literature and literariness.2.  To distinguish between different forms and styles 

of writing.

3. Identify the forms and genres of literature 

especially with regard to prose writing.

1. To Enhance students’ ability to truly appreciate 

and understand literature by being able to analyze 

and discuss it with proper critical vocabulary.

2. To have more concentrated ability to deepen their 

knowledge of techniques and forms.

 3. To demonstrate familiarity too use the intellectual 

strategies that literary critics use to interpret and 

discuss literary works.

1. To introduce the students the basic concepts in 

physical Geography.

2. To understand  concept of movement of the earth

3. To understand nature of theories in physical 

Geography

Bachelor of Arts (English)
Course Outcomes

I

155101 Core Course - I 

(L.L.)

Starting With 

English

130100 Foundation 

Course I

Semester - I

175107 Ancilliary 

Component - I 

Physical 

Geography

130200 Foundation 

Course II

Women in 

Changing India

145101 Disciplinary 

Component -1

Basic Concept 

of Genres of 

Literary study

History as 

Heritage

145201 Disciplinary 

Component -II

Exploring 

litertary studies - 

Literary terms 

and critical 

approaches


